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Ratings: 821

Reviews: 95

Amazon.com: Monkey Bridge (9780140263619): Lan
Caoâ€¦
www.amazon.com › Books › Literature & Fiction › Genre Fiction
Hailed by critics and writers as powerful, important fiction, Monkey Bridge charts the
unmapped territory of the Vietnamese American experience in the aftermath of war. . Like
navigating a monkey bridge?a bridge, built of spindly bamboo, used by peasants for
centuries?the narrative traverses perilously between worlds past and present, East â€¦

Monkey Bridge by Lan Cao
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/374928.Monkey_Bridge
Monkey Bridge has 823 ratings and 95 reviews. Maggie said: Rating 4.5. This is a
beautifully written, semi-autobiographical novel about immigration, comi...

Monkey Bridge - Wikipedia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monkey_Bridge
Monkey Bridge, published in 1997, is the debut novel of Vietnamese American attorney
and writer Lan Cao.Cao is a professor of international â€¦

Plot summary · Significant characters · Themes · Book reviews · Works cited

Goodreads 3.4/5
Amazon 4/5

Monkey Bridge
Novel by Lan Cao

Look inside

Monkey Bridge,
published in 1997, is the
debut novel of
Vietnamese American

attorney and writer â€¦

Wikipedia

Author: Lan Cao

First published: 1997

Number of pages: 272

Genres: Immigrant · war

Original language: English
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Monkey Bridge by Lan Cao, Paperback | Barnes & Noble®
https://www.barnesandnoble.com/w/monkey-bridge-lan-cao/1002194659
Hailed by critics and writers as powerful, important fiction, Monkey Bridge charts the
unmapped territory of the Vietnamese American experience in the aftermath of war. Like
navigating a monkey bridge-a bridge, built of spindly bamboo, used by peasants for
centuriesfithe narrative traverses ...

Monkey Bridge by Lan Cao | PenguinRandomHouse.com
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/330038/monkey-bridge-by...
Hailed by critics and writers as powerful, important fiction, Monkey Bridge charts the
unmapped territory of the Vietnamese American experience in the...

Monkey Bridge by Lan Cao: Summary & Analysis | â€¦
https://study.com/.../monkey-bridge-by-lan-cao-summary-analysis.html
''Monkey Bridge,'' by Lan Cao, is a novel narrated by both Mai and her mother, Thanh.
Mai is torn between her present world in America and her...

Monkey Bridge by Lan Cao - Google Sites
https://sites.google.com/site/lancaomonkeybridge/home/about-lan-cao
Lan Cao was born in 1961 in Vietnam, the youngest of three children and the only
daughter. She left Vietnam for the United States two days before the Fall of Saigon in
April 1975 with her father Cao Van Vien, her mother Thao Thi Tran, and her two brothers.

Monkey Bridge: Lan Cao: Trade Paperback: â€¦
www.powells.com/book/monkey-bridge-9780140263619
Monkey Bridge by Lan Cao available in Trade Paperback on Powells.com, also read
synopsis and reviews. An extraordinary debut novel that explores the mysterious terrain
of the Vietnamese American...

Monkey Bridge || PDF Download by à Lan Cao
foldingroomdividers.co.uk/374928-monkey-bridge
Monkey Bridge Hailed by critics and writers as powerful important fiction Monkey
Bridge charts the unmapped territory of the Vietnamese American experience in the
aftermath of war Like navigating a monkey bridge

Monkey Bridge book by Lan Cao - Thriftbooks
https://www.thriftbooks.com/w/monkey-bridge_lan-cao/266171
Jan 01, 1997 · Buy a cheap copy of Monkey Bridge book by Lan Cao. Just months
before the Communists roll into Saigon in 1975, Mai Ngyuen, the young Vietnamese
narrator of Monkey Bridge, is packed off to the U.S.

Monkey Bridge - Kindle edition by Lan Cao. Literature ...
www.amazon.com › Books › Literature & Fiction › Genre Fiction
Monkey Bridge - Kindle edition by Lan Cao. Download it once and read it on your Kindle
device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks, note taking and highlighting
while reading Monkey Bridge.

Monkey Bridge Lan Cao at Amazon® | amazon.com
www.amazon.com/books
Ad Free 2-Day Shipping with Amazon Prime. Low Prices on Millions of Books.
Shop Best Sellers · Shop Our Huge Selection · Read Ratings & Reviews
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Just months before the Communists roll
into Saigon in 1975, Mai Ngyuen, the young
Vietnamese narrator of Monkey Bridge, is
packed off to the U.S. Her sorrowing mother
escapes in the final hours, leaâ€¦ Read
more
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